
Offseason 

Building Projects 
   

A lot of work was 

accomplished this offseason 

including these highlights: 

 New hardie siding, 

decks and railings 

completed as part of 

our construction 

project 

 Pool bathroom 

remodeled 

 Individual unit and 

storage closet doors 

were repainted and 

renumbered 

 New signage at 

property entrances 

installed 

 New elevator flooring 

and ceilings 

 New towing service 

established with 

Turkys Towing  

 New trash area gate 

 

 

Summary    

The property is much improved as result of our offseason building 

projects.  Thanks to all for the many compliments received.  In 

addition, thanks for your patience.   We recognize this work was at 

times noisy and disruptive.   

 

Unfortunately, we experienced a financial shortfall necessitating 

another special assessment due in August.  This was delivered by 

our new property management company (CMG) in July.  Proceeds 

will be directed to paying off our loan balance as well as other 

projects we pursued as detailed on the offseason building projects 

list.   

 

We also renewed our comprehensive set of insurance coverages 

with Steadman in July.  This renewal represented a minor increase 

in premium (1.6%) and you will receive that assessment from 

CMG in the coming weeks.  With new FEMA flood zones 

anticipated to be effective later this year we will want to look at 

canceling our current flood policy and obtaining a new policy at 

that time.  From a strategic perspective, it makes a lot of sense to 

get our flood insurance renewed outside of hurricane season. 
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It is the intention of the Board and our property 

management partner CMG to update you on a 

periodic basis on the status of key issues of interest 

to the Membership. 



Challenges Ahead

While much has been completed over the past two years, there remain challenges ahead.   

 

Roof 

Statesville Roofing completed what can best be described as a “patching” repair in September 2017.  The 

purpose was to extend life of the roof several more years before a full replacement is necessitated.  

Recently, we began to receive reports of leaks occurring with several 3rd floor units.  On July 18th, 

Statesville Roofing visited the property to inspect and we are pending receipt of that assessment.  It is our 

hope that any new repairs will be honored under Statesville’s warranty but there is no guarantee. 

 

Elevators 

We have spent substantial resources in 2018 on keeping our elevators running yet continue to experience a 

higher than acceptable number of outages.  Otis Elevator completed a recent inspection and found 

significant rust has formed on several of the internal components requiring replacement.  This is a $41,000 

repair we did not have in our financial plan.  With CMG’s help and that of legal counsel we are 

challenging that this repair should be covered as part of our maintenance contract.  Otis disagrees so this 

matter is currently unresolved.  We will continue to keep the elevators operational as best we can until 

this gets sorted out. 

 

Drains/Leaks 

This spring we experienced numerous leaks penetrating the garage ceiling.  After several repairs were 

completed we requested Pardee Service Experts conduct a more thorough examination of the HVAC and 

hot water heater drains and lines throughout the building.  The nature of the original design and 

installation at building construction results in multiple low spots where water collects and does not fully 

drain to the outside of the property.  This in turn causes buildup of sludge requiring the lines be cleared.  

We performed that maintenance several months ago in buildings #1 and #2 and yet the backups recurred.  

Pardee’s investigation also found some 1st floor units do not have drain lines for their hot water heaters.  

Should those overflow, there is nowhere for the water to go.  A proposal to replace and reroute much of 

this system has been received at a cost of $24,000.  This will require access into each unit to clear drain 

lines from the source and deposit a chemical solution in the drain pans.  Alternative bids are being sought. 

 

Operating Expenses 

Our operating expenses year-to-date indicate we will exceed our budget for 2018.  In addition to our 

elevator repairs being well beyond budget we experienced an “outlier” in early January when the freeze 

caused the garage fire system pipes to burst.  This necessitated a multi-day “fire watch” until the system 

could be fully repaired and operational.  So, in addition to an expensive unanticipated repair, we incurred 

labor costs to walk the property 24 hours per day. 

 



We are working with CMG on an action plan to address these challenges and mitigate the impact to 

Homeowners in terms of additional assessments this calendar year.  Given that our reserves remain 

largely depleted that makes this even more challenging.  As we work through the challenges detailed 

above and learn more we will share that information in future communications. 
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